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Small Water Providers Within Large
Franchises . . .
►

►
►
►
►

Respond to demands for improved water services that the
central utility is unable to or chooses not to immediately
supply;
Face risks that arise from the policies and practices of the
central utilities;
Face risks and difficulties that central utilities and their
regulators can help address;
Have advantages over large providers;
Can co-exist with central utilities in the long-term.
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The Risks and Disadvantages
►
►
►
►
►
►

The central utility’s claim to exclusivity;
Bulk sales policies that raise business risks;
Reticulation standards that preclude step-wise service level
improvement;
Reticulation standards as pretexts for forced central utility
take-over;
Collective action failures that deter investments;
Financing approaches that raise collective action
requirements.
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Claims of exclusivity rise when . .
Central utility has
Central utility has
water and funds for water but no funds
expansion
for expansion

SWP is within
viable area

Taguig after 06
Binangonan urban
coops
Mexico in Pampanga
General Santos City
WD

Taguig before 06

SWP not within
viable area

Telabastagan in San
Fernando

Tinagong Paraiso
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Exclusivity
Mixed Source

Source
Dependent

Own source only

Pag-Asa Coop
(potentially)

Taguig
Telabastagan
(Angeles-San
Fernando WD
collaboration)

Panipuan and
Mexico (Pampanga)
Telabastagan (L&S)
Tinagong Paraiso
(before
partnership)

Tinagong Paraiso
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Finance: Upfront, Short-term, long-term
Upfront

Short-term

Long-term

Local

Bacolod City (WD

Taguig

Tinagong Paraiso

(from
beneficiaries)

Binangonan, Taguig

Binangonan

Binangonan

requirement)

(reticulation)

(with loan)

(mother meter down
payment)

Universal
(from tax
payers, or
entire customer
base)

Binangonan (cooppolitician grants)

San Fernando WD
subsidies for rural
systems within
franchise

(mwci secondary
and mother meter
installments)

(mwci

mains)

Angeles-San
Fernando (WDs)
Maynilad (mains
and service lines)
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Risks and Reticulation Standards
Taguig – high risk for SWP
No standards set at the start for mother meter operators; no
reticulation system at all at start of business partnership.
Low service levels (hours and pressure) blamed for “substandard reticulation system”
Poor reticulation and associated deteriorating service level
used as a pre-text for involuntary take-over by MWCI
No compensation policy because of “poor reticulaiton
standard”
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Risks and Reticulation Standards
► Binangonan –

high risk for SWP

In the context of bulk-sales arrangements reticulation standards
argument may be used, together with MWSS-RO conversion policy,
as means over and above exclusivity for MWCI take over of coop
service areas;
Concession agreement provides no language for compensation of
assets rendered redundant -- perhaps even in instances where
reticulation standards are high;
Service level outcomes and NPV of future income streams of SWP –
not reticulation – may be used for computing compensation;
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Risks and Reticulation Standards
►

San Fernando- Angeles WD collaboraiton in
Telabastagan – low risk

► Contract








specifies:

i) WD standards to be used
ii) period of cost recovery
iii) recovery of book value of remaining assets
iv) cost of water to be sold
v) bounds of the service area
vi) performance standards to be followed and
monitoring protocols
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Bulk sales
► “Socialized”

– Taguig,Bacolod
► Semi-business – Pag-Asa in Binangonan
► Discounted – Davao City (new subdivision
systems)
► 50 percent discount – Kisumu in Kenya
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Some Recommendations – bulk sales
►

Deep discounts on bulk sales a la Kisumu where high
delinquency and losses can be addressed locally, recovery
of “required revenue” from rest of the customer base;

►

Promotion of reformed bulk sales agreements where
efficiencies can be realized – e.g., in open areas; publicly
funded community leadership capacity building;

►

Conversion of direct connections to bulk arrangements in
difficult areas e.g., urban poor areas in Maynilad service
area and water districts;
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Some Recommendations - financing
►

►

►

►

Long-term universal financing from customer base for
secondary lines and mother meters, especially for poor
areas;
Community contributions matched by LGU contributions in
non-poor areas that are commercially unviable (e.g., due
to distance);
Recognition of step-wise service level improvement
approaches, where creditors will not finance community
distribution and storage systems;
WD ang concessionaire to take on credit retailing roles for
SWPs in the mean time that creditors have no information
about the viability SWP project proposals.
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Some Recommendations - exclusivity
►
►

►

►

MWSS Concession agreements as mere licences to serve;
Presumption of free entry – franchise holder has the right to outbid
offers of SWPs in a Duthch challenge, but not the right to exclude
small providers;
In the absence of matching offer for SWP proposal from the central
utility – self-regulating coop form is recommended, given that NWRB
has limited national presence; strong representation of unconnected
people in coop service area is a needed innovation to ensure rapid
progress towards universal coverage.
Use of surface water to be encouraged via tax on ground water
extraction especially in critical areas – bias for bulk supply sources
from ventral utility if these come from surface sources.
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